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The locomotive of life needs the piston of  

practical wisdom and the governor of           

contemplative wisdom. The phalanx of     

Prince Ashokraje Gaekwad School                

envisages facilitating youngsters entrusted to its 

care, evolving into self-confident    individuals 

with great concern for the rest of the world. 

The music of education entails aligning of the 

rhythm of educative experience with the melody 

of instinct for learning. The purpose of       

Prince Ashokraje Gaekwad School is to so          

tailor educative  experience as to impel the     

instinct for learning of individual learners.  





I hear, I forget; I see, I remember; I do, I learn. 
 

This is nothing but a truism. The success of any 

venture in the domains of Education  is directly 

proportionate  to , how far the same is  steered  by  

this  irrefragable  maxim. The students are         

involved in a variety of different educative         

activities, which  are so customized   that  they  not  

only  make  the process  of  learning  lively  and  

enjoyable, but also yoke well with the                 

idiosyncrasies of individual  learners.  Power  

point  presentation,  project   presentation,   model  

making; role play, group discussion, quizzing , 

taking  to  experiments in  the  science  lab, math's 

lab activities, involvement in nature club, flower 

arrangement, fieldtrips, anchoring, debate,         

declamation,  planning and participating in        

different cultural activities,  clay  modeling,    

making   of  fruit salad,  vegetable  salad  and  so  

on,  are  all availed much to the  behoof of the    

students. 



The ballast for the vessel of teaching-learning       

process, is the active and effective involvement of 

the students in the process. Mere monotonous 

chalk and talk drives the coffin nails, as far as the 

process of learning is concerned. Active and effec-

tive       involvement of the students in the teach-

ing-learning  process  warrants,   getting the class-

room          transaction,  student-  centric. This is 

achieved on the campus of  PRINCE ASHOK-

RAJE GAEKWAD SCHOOL VADODARA  

through a judicious       orchestration of, availing 

of the technology to      provide a semblance of the 

concrete to the abstract, using - relevant and excit-

ing teaching aids to       button hole  students into 

asking and answering questions, leading to lively 

and rewarding            discussions, picture compo-

sition, story telling, group discussion, dramatiza-

tion, getting the students to ask and answer ques-

tions  outside the . school syllabus, through assem-

bly interactions and also through    different inter-

active sessions, on the occasion of    different pro-

grammes and functions organized and so on. 



BIOLOGY LAB 

Physics LAB 

Chemistry lab 

computer LAB 

library 



The lamp of life has the flame of the intellect, the wick of the body and the oil of the emotion. 
Emotional catharsis is essential, if life is to be happy-go-lucky. The pristine sages of ancient 
India were fully aware of this, and set into practice a well planned scheme of festivities.    
Festivities not only lead to emotional catharsis, but also the much needed social cohesion. 
PRINCE ASHOKRAJE GAEKWAD SCHOOL VADODARA congenially avails all          
festivities, to effectively facet the affective domain of the students. Observing different     
festivities is simply desirable, even as a welcome change from the regular routine of the 
school and at the same time, has a lot of educative value, into the bargain. 
The objective is to get each and every student of PRINCE ASHOKRAJE GAEKWAD 
SCHOOL VADODARA to feel himself/herself  to be primarily an Indian before anything else. 



A teacher is comparable to an actor, for they both have to 

conceal what they are doing. Teaching is to facilitate learning. 

Concealing of teaching involves triggering of controlled,   

enjoyable and educative activities. This is precisely so, of       

especially teaching. With regard to the school has to  be,  the  

home away from home with a difference. The difference is 

that the school home must involve educative exercises      

veneered with play, for play ensures the whole hearted       

involvement of the children. 

PINCE ASHOKRAJE GAEKWAD SCHOOL VADODARA 

ensures this,  it is all playing in sandpit, making thumb       

impression , talking  of material used for cleaning, washing of 

hanky, observing things float, eating lunch, scribbling and 

colouring, featuring in 'fancy ·dress and performing and so 

on, as far as the -children are concerned , but the intended   

precipitate   of  learning   sneak   into  the   children,  in  the 

process. 



Learning is not circumscribed by the school. The sc.hool only engenders learning to learn, to parry 

with the world. The students of  PRINCE ASHOKRAJE GAEKWAD SCHOOL VADODARA  

venture outside the school very often, to observe, to imbibe, to verify, to interact and ' to learn.  


